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another, and it has, like other regions of the same kind, developed
a sturdily independent culture of its own. This culture is expressed
supremely in its ballads. With the fall of the medieval empire and
the desperate struggle which continued through five centuries, there
was no time to devote to a sheltered written literature. Inspiration
was immediate and ioca!; a form of verse was found which proved
to be a satisfactory vehicle for hasty improvisations. The art
was rude and simple, but it was cultivated by the best minds of the
nation. The principle of hardy resistance was embodied in the
petty Montenegrin chieftains or in the outlaws who held the moun-
tain defiles; beside the chief stood the poet, often a blind fiddler on
a single string, able and ready to put deeds into words, to praise a
hero, condemn a traitor, and lament a disaster. The'guslar' was all
the history and posterity that his leaders could expect. His gift of
oral traditional expression was so highly cultivated that, in our
own time, deputies of parliament have had a sufficient store of tags
to put a whole debate into extempore verse. But his gift was better
applied than in this modern instance, and the fame of those he
praised Volitabat per ora virum1. We have the less reason, there-
fore, to be surprised at the singular nobility of Serbian verse. It is
of ballad simplicity, but of epic seriousness; critics find it hard to
know to which branch it belongs. There is a sad, simple, and
beautiful grandeur in the cycle of Kosovo which causes that group
of poems to stand out as a supreme moment of European balladry.
If the same height is not held by those of Marko Kraljevic, and if
there is a perceptible descent into savagery in the haiduk pieces.,
the Serbian ballads are seldom cheap and vulgar in their most
degenerate epoch. In those of Bulgaria, which are all recent, crime
and superstition occupy a greater place, and prosy language is
almost universal. The neck of the Bulgar was immediately under
the heel of the Turk, and his despair is not so much expressed in
his ballads as to be inferred from their meagre aspirations. There
are Serbian ballads of the same kind; but the survival of fierce
liberty in the Montenegrin mountains and some divine instinct
keeps old tags vivid and old emotions still keen.1
The Serbian music is old Byzantine.2  An extremely simple
1	See Note P, p. 391.
2	W. Wikisch, Heldmsanger in Sudosteuropa, Leipzig, 1937. Bulgarian music
is treated by C. Obreschkoff in Das bulgarische Volkslied, Bern-Leipzig, 1937.
Genera! questions of performance are noticed in W. Wunsch, op. cit., and in
M. Murko, La Poesie populaire epique en Yongoslavie au debut du xxf
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